
 
LANCASTER CITY QUIZ LEAGUE: 8th October 2018 

Quiz set by Jack Bennett 

Required answers (or parts of an answer) are in BOLD CAPITALS 

  

I hope you find this quiz enjoyable, accessible (while still challenging), and balanced! 

 

 

Round 1 

ART & ARCHITECTURE  

 

1a Which Italian Renaissance painter, known for works such as 

The School of Athens and the Sistine Madonna, was born in 

1483 with the surname Sanzio? 

RAPHAEL 

1b Which Italian Renaissance painter, known for works such as 

Bacchus and Ariadne and his Equestrian Portrait of Charles V, 

was born in 1490 with the surname Vecelli? 

TITIAN 

2a Which British city’s architectural features include the Royal 

Crescent (designed by John Wood) and the Pulteney Bridge? 

BATH 

2b Which British city’s architectural features include the King’s 

College Chapel and the Our Lady and the English Martyrs 

Church? 

CAMBRIDGE 

3a Which artist’s 1872 depiction of the port of Le Havre, entitled 

Impression, Sunrise, is credited with giving its name to the 

Impressionism art movement? 

Claude MONET 

3b Which artist’s 1907 depiction of five nude prostitutes, entitled 

Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, is credited with spearheading the 

Cubism art movement? 

Pablo PICASSO 

4a Blenheim Palace and Castle Howard were both designed by 

which architect? 

John VANBRUGH 

4b Marble Arch and the Royal Pavilion in Brighton were both 

designed by which architect? 

John NASH 

Spare In church architecture, what term refers to the space around 

the altar, including the choir and sanctuary, typically placed at 

the east end of a church building?  

CHANCEL 

 

Round 2 

1980s ALBUMS 

Name the artist or band who released the following seminal 1980s albums (year of release is 

given) 

 

1a The Joshua Tree (1987 U2 

1b Born in the U.S.A. (1984) Bruce SPRINGSTEEN 



2a Back in Black (1980) AC/DC 

2b Graceland (1986) Paul SIMON 

3a Hounds of Love (1985) Kate BUSH 

3b Purple Rain (1984) PRINCE 

4a Straight Outta Compton (1988) N.W.A. 

4b Remain in Light (1980) TALKING HEADS 

Spare Daydream Nation (1987) SONIC YOUTH 

 

 

Round 3 

FEMALES IN HISTORY 

A round on women who have shaped and influenced history 

 

1a Survived as pharaoh by her son Caesarion, who was queen of 

Egypt from 51 until 30 BCE when she committed suicide by 

poisoning)? 

CLEOPATRA 

1b Who was the first woman to fly across the Atlantic Ocean? In 

1937, while attempting to become the first person to fly 

across the globe, she disappeared over the Pacific. 

Amelia EARHART 

2a Between 1966 and 1977 and 1980 and 1984, who served as 

the first and, to date, only female prime minister of India? 

Indira GANDHI 

2b Between 1969 and 1974, who served as the first and, to date, 

only female prime minister of Israel? 

Golda MEIR 

3a In 1955, the civil rights activist Rosa Parks became famous for 

refusing to give up her seat on a bus to a white passenger – 

this event occurred in which US state capital? 

MONTGOMERY 

3b What was the name of the Shoshone woman who helped 

Meriwether Lewis and William Clark on their exploration of 

the Louisiana Territory? 

SACAGAWEA 

4a Known for her uprising against the occupying Roman forces, 

Boudica was the queen of which Celtic tribe? 

ICENI 

4b Which nurse – celebrated for saving the lives of Allied soldiers 

in German-occupied Belgium during World War One – was 

executed by firing squad in 1915 to much condemnation 

worldwide? 

Edith CAVELL 

Spare A statue of which suffragette, who co-founded Newnham 

College, Cambridge, was unveiled in Parliament Square in 

London in April 2018? 

Millicent FAWCETT 

 

 

 

Round 4 

THE YEAR IN SPORT 

A look back at some of the sporting action from 2018 so far 

 



1a On his debut, after having been professional for barely a year, 

who won the PDC World Darts Championship, defeating Phil 

Taylor 7-2 in the final? 

Rob CROSS 

1b Who won the World Snooker Championship in May, beating 

John Higgins 18-16 in the final, to add to his titles in 2000 and 

2003? 

Mark WILLIAMS 

2a Ridden by William Buick and trained by Charlie Appleby, 

which horse won the 2018 Epsom Derby? 

MASAR 

2b Ridden by Davy Russell and trained by Gordon Elliott, which 

horse won the 2018 Grand National? 

TIGER ROLL 

3a Who is captaining the Europe side at this year’s Ryder Cup? Thomas BJORN 

3b Who is captaining the USA side at this year’s Ryder Cup? Jim FURYK 

4a Which cyclist became the first from Wales, and the third from 

the UK, to win the Tour de France? 

Geraint THOMAS 

4b France won the 2018 FIFA World Cup, defeating which 

country 4-2 in the final? 

CROATIA 

Spare With Nick Foles as the match MVP, which side beat the New 

England Patriots 41-33 to win this year’s Super Bowl? 

PHILADELPHIA 

EAGLES 

   

Round 5 

CLASSIC FILMS & LITERATURE 

Questions on either film or literature, alternated between players 

 

1a Which 1968 Sergio Leone epic sees Charles Bronson playing 

the character known only as “Harmonica”, and Henry Fonda, 

cast against type, as the villain? 

ONCE UPON A TIME 

IN THE WEST 

1b Which of Charles Dickens’s novels features the characters 

Gradgrind and Sissy Jupe and is set in the fictional Coketown 

(allegedly based on Preston)? 

HARD TIMES 

2a Who was nominated for the Best Director Oscar for 12 Angry 

Men, Serpico, Dog Day Afternoon, Network, and The Verdict, 

but never won? 

Sidney LUMET 

2b Which writer, who died earlier this year, wrote The Bonfire of 

the Vanities, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, and The Right 

Stuff, among other works? 

Tom WOLFE 

3a Daniel Day-Lewis played Daniel Plainview in which 2007 Paul 

Thomas Anderson film, an adaptation of Upton Sinclair’s 

novel Oil!? 

THERE WILL BE 

BLOOD 

3b Which Kazuo Ishiguro novel tells the story of Stevens, a butler 

at the fictional Darlington Hall, and his professional and 

personal relationship with the housekeeper Miss Kenton? 

THE REMAINS OF 

THE DAY 



4a The name of which of the Ealing comedies – whose stars 

include Sid James and Alfie Bass - refers to the namesake 

street in London close to Clapham Junction? 

THE LAVENDER HILL 

MOB 

4b Depicting the struggles of the young Scarlett O’Hara, the 1936 

novel Gone With the Wind was written by which author? 

Margaret MITCHELL 

Spare Whose breakout film role was as Lewis Medlock in John 

Boorman’s 1972 release Deliverance? 

Burt REYNOLDS 

 

Round 6 

SCIENCE & NATURE 

 

 

1a With the symbol Hg, which is the only metallic element to be 

liquid at room temperature under standard conditions and 

pressure? 

MERCURY 

1b Similar to magnesium in terms of its properties, which 

chemical element has sphalerite as its most common ore? 

ZINC 

2a The name of which noble gas, which has an atomic number 

of 10, is derived from the Greek for ‘new’? 

NEON 

2b The name of which noble gas, which has an atomic number 

of 2, is derived from the Greek personification of the Sun? 

HELIUM 

3a In plant biology, what name is given to the receptive tip 

which receives pollen and is thus a key component of the 

"female" part of a flower's reproductive system? 

STIGMA 

3b In plant biology, what name is given to the sac-like structure 

at the end of the filament which contains pollen and is thus a 

key component of the "male" part of the flower's 

reproductive system? 

ANTHER 

4a Which bird, a summer visitor to Britain with the scientific 

name Phylloscopus collybita, is said to call out its own name? 

CHIFFCHAFF 

4b Which bird, present in Britain all year round, has the 

scientific name Emberiza citrinella, and a call which is said to 

sound like "a little bit of bread and no cheese"? 

YELLOWHAMMER 

Spare Which animal has a name derived from the Greek meaning 

“horned-nose”? 

RHINOCEROS 

 

Round 7 

COLOURS 

A mixed round, with each answer featuring the name of a colour. Each colour will feature twice 

in the round 

 

First names are required 

 



 

1a Which US band’s best-known song was the 1976 release 

“(Don’t Fear) The Reaper”? 

BLUE OYSTER CULT 

1b Often embroiled in controversy, which British businessman is 

the chairman of the Arcadia Group, which owns brands 

including Topshop, Dorothy Perkins, and BHS? 

PHILIP GREEN 

2a In 1927, which viral disease caused by the bite of a female 

mosquito became the first human virus to be isolated? 

YELLOW FEVER 

2b The most successful club in their country, which football club 

won the European Cup in 1991, beating Marseille in the 

final? 

RED STAR BELGRADE 

3a First airing in 2001, which documentary series narrated by 

David Attenborough has been described as “the first ever 

comprehensive series on the natural history of the world's 

oceans”? 

BLUE PLANET 

3b Which American football team that play their home games at 

Lambeau Field won the first two Super Bowls (in 1967 and 

’68)? 

GREEN BAY PACKERS 

4a Located across three states, which US national park is home 

to the geyser known as Old Faithful? 

YELLOWSTONE 

4b Alexis Ohanian, Serena Williams’s husband, co-founded 

which social networking and discussion website that is 

sometimes known as the “front page of the internet”? 

REDDIT 

Spare Found in South America, what is the heaviest known snake 

species? 

GREEN ANACONDA 

   

Round 8 

GENERAL 

 

1a What do the initials stand for in the name of the poet WH 

Auden? 

WYSTAN HUGH 

1b What do the initials stand for in the name of the author TS 

Eliot? 

THOMAS STEARNS 

2a In the British Army, which rank is represented by a crown on 

the shoulder? 

MAJOR 

2b In the British Army, which rank is represented by three 

shoulder pips? 

CAPTAIN 

3a At which ground did Sunderland AFC play their home games 

until 1997, when they moved to the Stadium of Light? 

ROKER PARK 



3b At which ground did Middlesbrough FC play their home 

games until 1995, when they moved to the Riverside 

Stadium? 

AYRESOME PARK 

4a  From the Latin for “stone”, what name is given to an artist 

who forms gemstones and minerals into decorative items? 

LAPIDARY 

4b What name is given to the small magnification device used by 

a lapidary or jeweller to see details more closely? 

LOUPE 

Spare By what name are members of the Unification Church better 

known? 

MOONIES 

 

 

 

 


